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This essay is not written for all Speech Communication educators.

It is not for those who sincerely believe that it is somehow inconsis-
o

tent with their roles as liberal educators to be concerned with the

relationship of what they teach to their students' future careers.

Nor is it written for those who fear that the answer to the question

"What can I do with a Speech Communication education besides teach?"

is nothing. Neither is it for those educators who support the notion

of a career relevant communication education in principle, but believe

that specific concern with the career goals. objectives, and prospects

of their students is somebody else's business.

The reasons why communication educators should--even must--be

concerned with the non-academic career relevance of the education they

provide have been stated well elsewhere.) This paper is written for

those-who accept that and who assume--as do these authors (1)-that the

field of Speech Communication will be challenged more and more in the

future to demonstrate the career relevance of ecommunication education.

(2) that We can meet that challenge without negating our traditional

roles as liberal educators. and (3) that to do so will not enervate

but enrich our discipline's scholarly and educational activities.

In order to meet that pallenge, we communication educatoismust

address ourselves to the twin tasks of assuring the career relevance

of the education we provide and communicating-that relevance to the

potential employers of those we educate; Suggestions for accomplish-

ing the first task may be found in several recent publications which

discuss ways of increasipg the non-academic,career relevance of a

communication education.2 The purpose of this paper is to provide
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some guidance for communication

2.

educators interested in communicating

with and establishing employment relationships ith business and

government hiring agents. Specifically, we wil discuss why such

relationships should be established and who sho ld establish them bnet

we'll suggest a variety of ways in which commun cation educators caq

establish mutually beneficial relationships wit key representatives

of business and government.

nysgsacatorgl_xFplomrrinunicatiorloulstablishment
qkelationshiPs with Business and Government

Recent Advisory commissions studying higher education have

stressed a contemporary need for strengthening the relationships be-

tween the academic world and the larger society in which it functions.3.

Determining the most appropriate forms those relationcthips should take

was the central theme of the 1974 annual meeting of the Association of

American Colleges.4 In an article in which he discusses both the

limitations and themutual benefits of such relationships. Clark Kerr

also suggests the inevitability of increasing future interdependence

of the business and academic world:

Altho-ugh the college and the corporation are in-
creasingly separate identities, they are also more depen-
dention each other _ The two worlds are more separ-
ate in their identities, yet more dependent on each other
in the conduct of their activities; more suspicious of
each other, yet more bound to each other for mutual sur-
vival . . .

Of course. the notion of establishing employment relationships with

business and governmpnt is hardly new. Schocils ofipusiness, public

administration, engineering and others of the more obviously nouns

AV
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academic-career relevant disciplines have been doing so for years.

What is relatively now is, the idea of the so-called "nonoccupationally

related fields" Chew we should wince at that characterization:1

seeking to establish these relationships.

Why should the Speech Communication discipline seek to establish

such relationships? The most obvious answer is to help our graduates

get jobs. There is some evidence to indicate that Speech communication

departments are beginning to recognize the need to do so. In a recent

survey conducted by Ronald Bassett and Robert Jeffrey:

One-half of the chairpersons responding ln the survey
indicated their departments are attenting to establish rela-
tionships with nonacademic institutions to facilitate place-
ment of Ph.D. graduates. Furthermore, they overwhelmingly
consider business, industry and government as the most
likely markets for the Ph.D. surplus.6

While not denying the value to our clops/Gents and the students they

serve of establishing relationships which facilitate placing our un-

dergraduate majors in entry level positions in business and govern-

ment, Roger Hite argues that the entire discipline gains special bene-

fits from seeking out non-academic positions for advanced degree

holders which permit them to use their communication expertise in non

academic settings. He writes:.

Why should We encourage and support the migration of
our profassionals beyond the ivy fringes? Because it will

acceleratej the understanding, recognition, and acceptance
of our studies both inside and outside the universitv
If communication professionals are placed in mid-level and
top management positions. there is a greater likelihood
that the value and utility of our discipline will. be ap-
preciated and sought outside the university. Further.
we will raise the likelihood of introducing,"communication
programs" into business and industry, which' in turn will re-
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quire the spedial preparation we provide our majors. And,
finally, the research and application of our theories in
business and industry will provide a heretofore missing
flow of information between professors and practitioners--a
flow that will assure the relevancy of our research and
curriculum, and raise our esteem in the eyes of university
administrators who look skeptically at "non-occupationally
related" majors.7

Specifically, there are two interdependent objectives to be

accomplished by establishing relationships with business and government;

(1) to communicate to the gatekeepers of entry into business and

governmental careers the range of skills and competencies that our

graduates possess, and (2) to learn from business and government what

we Fas educators need to know in order to strengthen further the career

re evanol of a communication education.
1

Our discipline must come to grips with our problem which might be

ch racterized as "everybody wants what we teach. but nobody knows j,gv

teieh itu In their survey Of business and government to determine

the marlf.etability of communication competencies. K. Philip Taylor and

\Raymond W. Buchanan observed that although 75 percent of responding

Orginizations said that they were aware of communication problems

ivithin their companies, no one "listed a need for a communication

Specialist to solve communication problems."8 Various replies to an

inquiry sent by these authors to a number of business, and government

organizations illustrate further the fact that our discipline has an

"imageprOblem.0 One corporation began its response:

am replying to your inquiry about career relevance
of a speech communication education for employment. We

.-are perhaps handicapped by a lack of information concern-
ing just-what skills and competencies a communications
major might offer an employer.
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It is, of course, -we (the Speech Communication discipline) who are

handicapped by business's "lack of information" concerning what we do.

And what "information" hiring agencies do possess may often be labeled

"misinformation" and "stereotypic." For example, one government agency

replied: k.

This is to reply to your inquiry about federal careers
in the field of Speech Communication. We are enclosing two
announcements for job opportunities in the area. As stated
in the announcements, the minimum requirement for Speech
Pathologists is a Master's degree which included 18 sem-
ester hours in speech pathology; and for Speech Techni-
cian, a Bachelor's degree in Speech Communication or a
closely related field.10

A professional businesswomen's organization wrote:
'EL

Speech communications is a field that does not exactly
Coincide with our purposes, unless it is used as a prelude
to a broadcasting career. Our organization is made up of

. creative persons, involved in writing, editing and allied
fields in the, various communications professions. W2. find
that speech involves the theater, speech therapy and other
disciplines not in keeping with our purposes, even though
they are professional and worthwhile fields.11

It seems clear that many organizations in which our graduates could

reasonably be expected to seek employment either haveno idea what

Speech Communication people do or possess limited and sometimes in-

accurate stereotypes of our graduates which simply do not reflect the

realities of the changes and development our field has recently_under-

gone. If we are to facilitate placing our graduates in business and

government, we must establish relationships with business and govern-

ment hiring agents which will give us an opportunity to communicate to

them more accurately what kinds of skills and competencies they can
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expect Speech Communication graduates to possess.

There is another side to this need to open up channels of communi-

cation between communication educators and the non-academic world. We

must also give business and government the opportunity to let us know

what kinds of skills and competencies they are looking foi in the peo-

ple they hire. As Landrum Bolling aput it: "If wars are too important

to be left entirely to the generals, education is certainly too impart-

ant to be left just to the professors."12 o are not suggesting that

usiness and government ought to dictate cleric curriculum. we are

su gesting, however, that if one of our goals as educators is to

prepare our students to function effectively in their future careers

in business and government, we should seek to establish means by which

business and government can provide some kind of direct input into

the college or university experience.

Let there be no mistake about it. To invite business and govern-

ment to communicate to us about their needs and\heir perceptions of

how well the education we provide meets those needs carries with it

some considerable risk. There is the risk tat we may become 'aware of

the fact that the way we have always educated students is not the only

way--not even the best way. But with that risk come the concomitant

opportunity to learn what we need to know to assure ourselves that we

a= providing our students with a valuable educational experience which

is relevant to their needs in the times in which we live. To do less,

to attempt to persuade business and goveinment that our graduates are

just what they need without bothering to determine what skills and

competencies they do need and whether or not our graduates do in fact
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have them is sophistry in its worst sense. As Roger Hite put it:

Let's make sure we are planning a program that will
not only make our majors appear "fit," but indeed put t'aem
through some intellectual activity that will really eFi,:r-
cise the important. skills needed in the "real world."10

who Should Establish These rniplovment ReAstionnhina
TaiIovernmentjlirinq Agents

We raise the question of who should establish employment relation-

hins with business and government because it has been our experience

that the most typical responseto that question is:, "'they' should:"

And "they" is always somebody elsd. Speech Communication students be-

lieve that their departments should be doing something to establish

such relationships; departments behave that their school's placement

or counseling center should be doing something; both students and de-

partments are certain that our professional associatio7 cught to be

doing something. So often we have heard people assert that the "disci-

pline" should be doing something without quite grasping the fQct that

we--every Speech Communication student, faculty member, and adminis-

trator--are the discipline. we--all of us- -arc the discipline who'

ought to be doing something about establishing employment relation-

ships with business and government hiring agents.

MMbers of the discipline, however, can be placed meaningfully

into three categories and the potential contributions of each to the

process of establishing such relationships can be identified. These

three groups are (1) our national. regional, and state professbonal

associations, (2) the faculties and administrators of Speech Communi-

,
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cation departments. and (3) both the undergraduate and graduate stu

dents of such departments.

It has been ourc,experience that many in our discipline look to

our professional associations--especially the Speech Communication

Association--as the primary source of solutions to our graduates' em-

ployment problems. We think this is a mistake. We believe that the

primary responsibility for establishing employment relationships with

business and gov6i-itnt hiring agents should fall to departments of

Speech Communication* While the contributions that professional asso-

ciations can make are considerable, they are for the most part indi-

rect. Certainly at the undergraduate level (although to a somewhat

lesser degree at the graduate level) there is very little that SCA

can (or should) do to get "Sally Student," Speech Communication major.

a job. There is even less that SCA can do to see-that she has re-

ceived the kind of education that prepares her for the kind of job or

career she wants.

There is evidence to suggest, however, that many Speech communi- 0

cation departments have not yet accepted the respoilsibility for assist-

ing ,their graduates in gaining entry to non-academic careers. After

analyzing the survey responses of Speech Communication departments

from 556 undergraduate and 157 graduate institutions. William Arnold

concluded that:

A.review of all of the results indicates a sad state
of affairs in our Rrofession with regard not only to infor-
mation availatle L about the careers that our graduates can
and do enter] but our attitudes toward our students as they
leave our programs. . . At both the graduate and under-

1
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_ graduate level, there was general agreement that the 27stu-
dent./ has the prithary responsibility for his own place-
ment .14

Complaining that when departments do engage in activities which assist

the placement of graduates they tend to limit themselves to Caose which

require little effort or initiative (e.g. pinning employment notices

on bulletin boards), Arnold suggests: "In order to maintain interest

in an assertative career orientation, it might be useful for ,I_Fdepart-

ment.s.7 to employ more active forms of career assistance."15

We agree. While students should take a much more active part than

most do in the difficult process of identifying and securing worthwhile

non-academpc career positions, we believe that Speech Communication

departments should assume active responsibility for establishing em-

ployment relationships, which will Ippilitakte this process. We "rue

departments with this responsibility for three toasons. rirot, it is

they--not students nor professional associations--who deliver the aca-

demic product. To the degree that interacting with bucines and gov-

ernment suggests the need to modify communication curriculum or, at

least, academic advisement of communication majors, it is the depart-

ments who have the ability to fulfill that need. Second, there is no

such thing as a "communication education." Many have commented on the

great diversity of programs offered by the somewhat over 200 graduate

and 2,000 undergraduate Speech Communication departments in this

country. Hence, while there may be much overlap in program content,

each department is best able to articulate with any specificity the

career relevance of the communication education that it provides.
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And as the content of particular programs differ, so too should the'

nature,of the employment relationships established. Departments

which emphasize rhetoric and political communication may seek out dif-

ferent kinds of relationships than will thOse specializing in interper-

sonal communication and human relations. Third, for most students the

greatest benefit will come not fiom "business and government in gene

eral" understanding the career relevance of a communication education,

but from business and government in their locale understanding that

the education they received from their particular Speech communication

departments make them especially good prospeets for employment.

How to ritablish
.
Employment gplationships with

idovolDaiSheRgarrtehtirin:rehits

There are four major ways in which our national, state, and local

professional associations can contribute to the establishment of em-

ployment relationships with the non-academic world. First, they can

serve as intra-discipline disseminators of.information. The past few

years have seen an impressive increase-in the amount of information

disseminated through our professional associations relative to improv-

ing and demonstrating the career relevance of a communication educa-

tion. Note, for example, the number of workshops, convention programs,

and conferenceedevoted to these issues,46 the recently published SCA

sponsored ERIC book entitled gcOmuniciition, fat
Various studies sponsored by the associations and reported in.their

publi6ations,18 and references to sources of information on these
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matters in association newsletters.19 As departments of Speech comm-

unication increase their efforts,to establish employment relationships

outside of the academic community, one of the most useful things our

professional associations can'do is to communicate the results of
1

these activities to the rest of the discipline.

The second thing that professional associations can do is to make

themselves more useful to Speech Communication graduates who are pur-

suing non-academic careers. One of the recommendations of the recent-

ly formed "Committee on the Status of Non-Academic Professiorials in

=SCA' was that "SCAr. I afulfilling the

needs of non-academic pkofessionals preSently in. our discipline, rand";

present and future communication students who are or will be preparing

themselves for careers as non-academic professionals . . . "20

encouraging non-academic Speech Communication professionals to become

active in our disciplin'e's professional associations (which have in

the past been dominated by academicians), Speech Communication educatoit:

will benefit by learning from our nod-abademic colleagues about the

relevance of what we teach to the, needs of their professions. Further-
.

more, through them we will more easily be able to establish employment

relationships with the business or governmental organizations in which

_they are_ employed,.

The third contribution that our profesSional associations can

noise is to establish relationships with professiopal non-academic asso-

Oiations which exist to serve the needs of professionals In areas in

which our graduates can reasonably be expected to pursue careers.

Suckassociations might include the AmericareAdvertising Federation,
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American Management Association, American Society for Training and De-'

velopment, Center for Marketing Communications, International Associa-

tion of Business Communicators, International Association of Personnel

Women, Public Relations Society of America, and the Society for Techni-

cal Communication to name but a few.21 Many of these organizations

have committees whose function it is to actively seek out such relation-

ships with representatives of the academic communicy. The forms of

interaction with these associations might include (1) the)simple exchange

of information (making our publications, brochures, propaganda, etc.

availdble-to them and theirs to us)-, 12) securing individual or in

stitutional memberships in their associations and vice versa, (3)

participating in or co-hosting panels at each other's conventions,

or even (4) co-hosting conventions. It seems to these authors that

this is a very rich and kelatiVely untapped means of establishing the

kinds of employment relationships that our discipline is, seeking.

The fourth contribution that our professional associations could

make is to provide non-academic placement services for Speech Communi-

cation graduates. A distinction can be made between the kinds of

entry-level career positions for which any bright liberally educated

graduate (including the Speech Communication major) may qualify and

_those for which a communication_education (ugually_graduateY_LEL ,espw7_

cially relevant. We believe that the professional associations'

placement services should concentrate almost exclusively on the lat-

ter type of position. The impetus for this placement activity, how-
,

ever, must come from the departments. As departments develop (often ,

interdisciplinary) degrees in career identifiable areas such as health

1

1.4
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sciences communication, organizational communication, scientific comm-

unication, and communication technology management, they should then

encourage our associations' placement services to establish relation-

ships with representatives Of. the career areas for which their students

and being trained.

What Students Can Do

While the central drive for establishing employment relationships

with business and government must come from Speech Communication de-

partments, there,are at least_tWol very important things that students

who major in thosefdpartments can do to help. The first of these is

to take a much more active role than most students do in analyzing

their career objectives, diticovering what career opportunities exist,

and planning their own educational experience to maximize the probabil-

ity of gaining entry into the careers of their choice. Excellent books

exist which provide specific advice and useful information to aid stu-'

dents in the selection, management, and development of the career in

which their chances for success will be optimized.22 In their book on

Communication Education Ism Careers, mcBath and Burhans suggest a

.variety of ways in whiCh Communica
4

majors can use the services

which exist on most campuses to help them identify career opportunities

and improve the marketability of a communication education.23

The better communication students can identify the types of ca-

reers they want to prepare themselves for, the better they can partici-

pate with the faculty in assessing and improving the relevance and

quality of the education they are receiving. And having more speci-

I 5



fic information about the career objectives of their students will

enable faculties to more accurately identify the kinds of employment

relationships they should be seeking to establish.

Establishing employment relationships with business and govern-

ment hiring agents is not partidularly difficult, but it is especially

time-consuming. Therefore, the second way that students can help is

to assist faculty members in doing much of the "nitty gritty" work

that must be done if such relationships are to be established. Most

faculty members find it difficult to impossible to obtain any kind of

released time from all of their other faculty responsibilities to do

the kinds of things that we are going to recommend that they do in the

next section of this essay. /et, depending on the background and

experience of particular students, much of what needs to be done could

be done by the very students who will benefit most directly from then

relationships established. Hence, our advice to communication students

is: if you want your faculty to establish employment relationships

which will facilitate your entry into non-academic careers, role up

your sleeves and offer to do a great deal of the time-consuming leg-

work that can be done by students so as to free the faculty to do those

things which require their credibility and expertise.

What DepaTtments Can Do

One of the first things that a department might do when it becomes

committed to establishing employment relationships with business and

government hiring agents is to form a Departmental Career Development'

Committee, Ideally. such a committee should include faculty members,

16
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undergraduate and graduate students, and one or more graduates of the
b.

:departMent who are pursuing non-academic careers. Among the initial

tasks of such a committee would be

. Determining and desdribing the non-academic career
relevance of its.department's communication education.

2. Identifying the career areas for which such an education
is relevant and identifying the direct and indirect
gatekeepers to the entry level positions in those areas.

. Devising and implimenting specific plans for establishing
the types of relationships desired with the particular
gatekeeper. q chosen.

It is important to realize that these three steps do not constitute a

linear sequential process, but rather an interactive and cyclical one.

That is, as the committee begins to identify gatekeepers and develop

plans for interacting with them, it will undoubtedly discover new

career relevancies which will in turn suggest additional career areas

and so on. And as relations ips are established, these will provide

input for curricular and ad gement modifications which will in turn

open up additional career opportanities and create the need for estab-

lishing additional employment relationships.

Determ : b I t e aree elevan e of rtment'

Communication Education

The results of Arnold's survey seemed to indicate that most Speech

Communication departments know very little about the non-academic

career relevance of the education they provide.
24

We believe that once

they address themselves seriously to the qudstion, most departments

will discovermuch to their surprise, even relief that a communicattic.
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education is better preparation for a much wider variety of non-academic

positions than they assumed. This should come as no surprise to those

who are familiar with the many studies which have demonstrated that

the kinds of skills and knowledgewhich communication graduates pre-

sumably possess are highly valued in business, industry. and

ment.25 Nor .should it surprise those who are aware of the surveys

which list the variety of non-academic positions now held by communi-
.

nation graduates or the publications which outline potential careers

for tomorrow's communication graduate.26

While these materials should be useful to a department beginning

to discover and articulate the career relevance of a communication ed-

ucation, the single most valtiable source of information should be that

department's own graduates. McBath and Burhans have detailed specific

means by which depar ents can periodically survey their graduates

to ask their such stioiis as:.

1-'0 What types p f,jobs, have ypu held since graduation?

z72.2 To what extent did your degree in speech communication
seem to affect your ability to gel each of the jobs
you have held-since graduation?

13.27 To what extent have the knowledge and skills gained
as a speech communication major seemed relevant in
meeting the demands of the jobs you,have held? . . .

Z-4.27 In what ways wouldyou recommend that this school
and/or this department change any aspect of the ed-
ucational process you experienced727

-The results of such 6 survey would enable a department to (1) name

the variety Ofr,non-academic careers in which communication graduates ,

have found employment, (2) state with some specificity the skills and.
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competencies that have been most helpful in gaining e4try into and meet-

ing the demands of those careers, and (3) gain some insight into how

j communication education and the whole educational experience of

which it is a part can be made more relevant to the requirements of

specific career areas.

Before approaching anyone about establishing employment relation-

ships, 'from the totality of the information gathered above the com-

mittee should prepare some specific answers to the easily anticipated

question: "What knowledge, skills,.. and competencies can I reasonably

expect your Speech communication graduates to possess?" A department

may want to prepare a general statement which is applicable to the

majority of'its graduates or it may want to prepare different responses

for undergraduates and graduates or for students majoring in different

subareas of its curricular offerings. In any event, the department's

response should include a general statement about the nature of .the

Speech Communication discipline and might further answer the question

by (1) enumerating:specific skills and competencies, (2) describing

Particular areas of knowledge (e.g., argumentation and persuasion;

rhetoric and public address; interpersonal, group. and organizational.

communication) that typical graduates have studied, and (3) indicating

the kinds of non-academic careers that are currently being pursued by

its graduates. At the minimum. these materials should be prepared in

some kind of an attractive brochure which can be sent to or left with -

those with whom the department is attempting to establish relationships

Some departments may want to prepare faculty or students to give in-

formal or formal oral presentations (perhaps with visual aids or medi,a

15
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support) on the career relevance of a communication education to

those ,with whom they wish to establish employment relationships.

dent f in th rsons with Wham m lo ment elat' nsh'

be Established.

Having developed at least a tentative list of occupations or

career areas in which its graduates might seek employment, the comm-

ittee's next step is to identify specifiC persons with whom employ-

ment relationships should be established. These persons should in-

clude both the hiring agents themselves and those who directly or in-

directly influence their hiring decisions.

The first step is to identify all of those on one's own campus-
_

who have access to hiring agents in the relevant career areas. First

-among these are the personnel of the campus Career Development and

Placement Center, the pe6ple whose function it is to serve as a direct

link between our graduates and the gatekeepers to the entry level po-

-sitions they are seeking.- Any department seriously interested in de-

veloping viable employment relationships with the non-academic world

will spend considerable time educating and being educated by its

school's career placement writer. In addition to the general placement.

center, many schools have specialized placement centers, often asso-

ciated with Schools of Business or Public Administration. Under some

circumstances, these too might be useful units with which Speech Comm-

unication departments might want to interact. Other campus units which

might serve as indirect links to particular hiring agents include a

school's counseling center, office of university relations, office of
L

continuingAeducation (offering extension courses and workshops for

2U
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business and industry), campus newbpaper, and alumni association.

Numerous off-campus indirect links to hiring agents exist. First

among these is certainly all of a department's graduates who are

currently employed in business, industry, and government. Many of the

non-academic professional associations previously'mentioned (see pp.°

11-12) may have local chapters with which departments may want to

associate. As departments develop graduate degrees leading to par-

ticular types of administrative or management positions, they may want

to establish relationships with private employment agencies, especialll

those that specialize in executive or corporate placement.' Establish-
.

ing lines of communication with state and federal employment agencies

as well as with city, county, state, and federal personnel departments

and with the, local branch of the Federal Job Information Center is

also a good idea.

Identifying and locating specific hiring agents is a fairly,easy

task because so many readily available sources of information wait.

To begin with, departments can usually obtain from their campus ca-

reer development center the names and addresses of all business and

government hiring agents who are scheduled to come to campus during

the next year to interview applicants for the types of positions for

which communication graduates might qualify. Furthermore, numerous

reference works exist which contain specific information on a wide

variety of businesses, industries, and government agencies, including

descriptions of their entry level,positions and the names and addresser;

of the appropriate persons to contact.28 A visit with the campus

reference librarian or the director of the campus career placement

21
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center should produce the names of such reference works, which contain

this information specific to a particular city or state. A telephone

call to the local office of one's United States Senator or Represent

tive should produce the names of similar reference works which list

the key information on local hiring agents for city, county, state,

o and federal jobs.

Establishing Employment Relationships with Business and Government

jjirinq &rents.

Once it has developed a way of articulating the career relevance

of its communication education, identified the career areas that'ore

most promising for its students, and specified the direct and indirect

gatekeepers to those career areas, a department's ability to establish

Useful employment relationships is limited only by its imagination,

time, and financial resources. What follows i8 merely illustrative of

some of the many possibilities available.

The first thing a department should do is work out a specific plan

for opening up channels of cwimunication between itself and selected

on-campus contacts. The most effective way to do this is by means of

face to face contact. Have members of the Departmental Career Develop-

ment Committee set up appointments with representatives of the career

placement center, the counseling center, the alumni association, etc.

for the purpose of learning from them what they know about the education-

to-employment process and educating them about the nature and career

relevance of a communication education. Offer to give talks -to the

staffs of these and other academic units; invite key people from these

-
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units to keep you informed about their activities relevant to career

development and placement; become known on campus as a department

which is interested in the career relevance of the education it provides.

Learn about and unashamedly hitch hike on all of the various em-
.

ployment relationships already established on your campud. Many

schools will already be engaged in a variety of activities which are

designed to establish employment relationships between hiring agents

and students from the so-called occupationally related disciplines.

These include, for example, such activities as "career day" dmring

which members of business and industry come to campus to explain the

nature of their career areas or "on4the-job visitations" where interested

students spend a day looking over the shoulder of a professional at

work to learn more about the type of job he or she does. Once the

on-campus links to business and government hiring agents come to know

members of our departments and their interest in career applications,

Speech Communication faculty and students should find themselves more

and more included in employment relationships already established.

Of course, Speech Communication departments will also want to

directly establish their own employMent relationships. In their re-

cent book, McBath and Barham, describe the ''Campus Action Plan" of

"a department at CO large urban university rwhichj . . made the:

decision to locally publicize its programs, its graduates, and the

speech communication field in general."29 Of interest here is the

part of the plan designed to reach specific hiring agents:

The department responded in several ways. First, a
list was secured from the career development office of
about 70 interviewers who frequently came to campus to

20
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fill positions for which liberal arts majors were eligible.
These interviewers were sent,a two-page letter which de-
scribed the field of speech communication* asserted that
speech communication graduates were probably among the
bietter qualified liberal arts candidates* and invited them
to visit the department to leatn more about speech comm-

. unication programs and graduates. Interviewers Z: who
respondedj were asked to describe their fields and
employment requirements.30

Some departments may want to expand this school's "Campus Action

Flan" to a "Community Action Plan." The same type of letter--dencribin9

the Speech Communication graduate and inviting the recipient to exigain

more about the requirements of his or her career area--could be pent-

to specifid hiring agents whether or not they typically come to campus

to interview job applicants. Such a letter could invite the recipient

either to respond by mall>or to come to campus to exchange ideas with

other hiring agents and the Speech Communication faculty and students.

The same type of letter might also be.sent to key people in business

and government employment egbncies or to the officers of.non-academic

professional associations in fields in which our vraduates are particu-

larly likely to enter. Rather than being reluctant to do so, it has

been our experience that business and government representatives wel-

come:the opportunity to contribute to the educational process. In

response to our letter requesting such interaction* a corporation ex-

ecutive recently wrote: "". . I am delighted to see that communication

educators are taking this-step. I am particularly pleased that you

recognize the input business executives can provide about skills needed

by applicants for today's occupations."31

The willingness of business and government .to provide input into
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the educational process suggests a variety of possible valuable inter-

actions with career oriented Cpeech Communication departments. Speech

Communication faculty may want to invite business and government rep-

resentatives to guest lecture at their classes. Representatives of

business or government might be invited to teach short career specific

communication courses relative to their areas-of expertise. Speech

Communication departments might want to sponsor a "business executive-

in-residence" program similar to the ones recently conducted at Bryn

Mawr College and Duke University in which a top corporate executive is

invited to live on campus for two or t hree -weeks-in-order-to-interact

in some depth in and out of the classroom with interested students and

faculty.32 Such a program would give a department an opportunity to

probe that executive's thinking about the relevance of its Communica-

tion program to the demands of the, environment in which he or she works.

Some departments might prefer to formalize the non-academic input

to their educational process by establishing a departmental advisory

council of business and governmentlrepzesentatives. A school which

recently established such a council describes the dbties of its membern

as follows:

(1) Student careers-counseling. We would like for you
to meat with Communication majois (graduate and
undergraduate), and poteptial majors, once a,
semester .

(2) Divisional and area curriculum -development. .

Realising that we are-an educational'not primarily
a training institution. we need and solicit your
advice in developing curriculum offerings which are
traditionally wound and innovatively meaningful to
assure our students the best, most meaningful ed-
ucation possible.

1
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(3) Assistance in other areas: Providing speakers, .

developing programs, assisting in the evaluation
and selection of equipment, teaching of courses,
guest lecturers, tours of facilities for students,
interesting-potential donors in our Communication
program, etc., etc. . . .3

While getting business and government to-come to the campus is

one way of establishing useful relationships, getting the faculty out

into the so-called "real-world" is another. The director of USC's

.Career Resdurce Center recently told one of these authors: "The key

to developing employment relationships with business and government is

eilELszellAnacritalics ours 7." He pointed out that there is simply

no substitute for personally knowing and being known by top corporate

executives and government administrators. in fact, one of the quick-

est ways for a department to'get known in the non-academic community

is to establish a departmental speakers bureau (consisting of both"

faculty and studentsspeakers) and let it be known that it is prepared

to provide a variety of interesting' talks on communication related

topics for various business, professional, and service clubs. In other

words, departments of Speech Communication are advised to use the
ti

'"Speech" part of that title.

Several other useful campus-community interactions are suggested

by Primrose who writes:

1114.01txLsnit otg Y A: f es n = s an a

Iiisima. Some departments h. e found it extremely valuable for
some of their staff and students to join professional business
organizations . , . Active participation in these groups
places the in constant touch with the emgloyers who \\

kinds of job requirements to which they should adjust their
control job openings, and it keeps them alert to the

courses \content. . . .
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Short Courses or Seminars. Short training programs for
business people focusing on group processes. interpersonal
communication, non-verbal communication, etc., are within the
competence of most departments, and they perMit'potential em-
ployers to see first hand the relevant expettise-represented
by the departments. If advanced students can assist with the
seminars.' employers can see the potential employees themselves.
The faculties also become acquainted with potential job
sources. . .

Faculty Consulting. . . An employer who sees a speech
communication faculty member solve a problem for him can easily
see how an employee with some of the same expertise . . . would
be an asset. The academic curriculum immediately has relevance
to the employer's job reguirements.34

Others have sugge ted that it would be mutually beneficial to bus-

iness and academia if pr essors would from time to time leave the cam-

pus entirely and sery rief internships working in business or govern-

ment. /t is argued that such faculty internships could bring the latest

in academic knowledge into the non-academic world and the realities of

that world back into the college classioom.35

One of the most promising educational phenomena in our field is

the establishment of_Speech Communication internship programs in which

'students work in communication related positions in business or govern-

mentas part of their academic program. In their book in which they

describe the nature of Speech Communication internship programs.

suggest ways of establishing and administering such programs. and

list a number of departments who are already operating them. McBath

and Burhans write:

. . we recommend that career-oriented departments
establish speech communication (and related) internships
as part of their career-orientated undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. The existence of such internships could
4.ncrease not only the non-academic career relevance but also

27
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the marketability of such degrees. The establishment of
speech communication internship programs could also be an
important factor in attracting many new students to L our.
fieldJ.: Furthermore. havilla number of successful speech
communication internships functioning throughout the
nation should materially assist in educating the non-academic
world about the nature and value of a speech communication
education as preparation for numerous non-academic careers.36

All of our previous suggestions for establishing relationships

with business and government have assumed that these relationships

will be baiiically informational in nature. We have assumed that most

departments would want to leave the specifics of preparing resumes,

collecting letters of reference, arranging job interviews, etc. to

others. However, at least two departments have taken a more active

role in the placement process itself. Primrose reports that "the

Speech Communication Department at Oklahoma State University last

spring . . collected resumes from-all their students who weretermin-

ating their studies and bound them into a catalog which was mailed to

about 1500 potential employers."37 Similarly. the University of Texas .

at Austin's School of Communicatibn pdblishes its Journalism graduates'

resumes in a bulletin called Texas Talent whici\it sends to "all 'the

newspapers and radio and television stations in Texas."38 Other

Speech Communication` departments may find it useful in the future to

take on more of the, direct placement activities themselves.

The possibilities for establishing employment relationships with

business and government hiring agents have by no means been ekhausted.

'Creative Speech Communication departments "should be able to find many

ways to refine an4 extend the suggestions made here. Still-we hoped
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that the ideas presented here will help the communication educator to

be able to answer the once intimidating question: "But what can I

do with a Speech Communication degree besides teach?" with a cheerful:

plenty!
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